
Jeep Tj Manual Transmission Swap
I've had this idea out there for a while, and wanted to see if there is anyone interested. Looking
to swap my automatic trans for your manual. 2000 4.0 TJ. Jeep NV 3550 Manual Transmission
TJ YJ Wrangler 5 Speed NV3550 Replace AX15 Jeep Wrangler 6cyl AX15 4X4 5-Speed
Manual Transmission If you drive a Wrangler, you can swap out your tired gearbox and replace
it with a fully.

TJ Auto to Manual Transmission Swap - posted in The Jeep
Doctor: Hi guys, I desperately need your help. I purchased a
TJ a few years ago without knowing.
Moses, how are you? can i ask your advice regarding the tranny swap for my 242 1994 grand
cherokee limited awd. i want the manual 5 speed , can do. BASIC HANDTOOLS AND A
BORROWED TRANNY JACK GETS THE JOB DONE. GM LSA Manual Transmission.
$990.00 5.2L/5.9L Dodge Magnum Manual Jeep TJ Conversion 6.4L HEMI / Manual
Transmission Jeep JK Conv (2012+).

Jeep Tj Manual Transmission Swap
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2004 TJ: Complete with engine, drivetrain (automatic), all electrical,
interior, etc. My plan is to swap the good tub over to the '04 but also put
a manual trans. WE RECENTLY COMPLETED HEMI CONVERSION
IN A 2004 RUBICON, MATED TO THE STOCK 5 SPEED MANUAL
TRANSMISSION! WE WILL HAVE A.

JK VVT 5.7L LX Style Hemi - Manual Transmission Kit #4 Jeep TJ/LJ
2001-2004 5.7L Truck Hemi/545RFE or 5 Speed Manual Kit #12 ·
dynatrac3. 2001 Jeep Wrangler TJ Radiator Swap 002 HR Photo
73959925 Even though our Jeep was a manual-transmission Jeep, we
opted for the automatic. JEEP WRANGLER Automatic to Manual
transmission swap possible. Here is the scenario. I am thinking about
doing a transmission swap. I have a 1993 jeep.
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I am staying with the NSG370 by swapping to
an '06 TJ trans and using the stuff for the
Manual trans with the cost of the other kits
w/o the auto trans stuff.
Download a copy of the instructions Auto To Manual Transmission
Swap Dodge Ready to read online or download jeep tj transmission swap
auto to manual. I recently bought my first Jeep. It is a '93 Wrangler with
the 2.5L and manual transmission. It has a 2-1/2-inch lift with 31x10.50
BFG ATK tires on Pacer rims. Find Jeep Tj in used cars & trucks / Find
used cars & trucks for sale locally in is someone out there looking to
save a few bucks and swap the tranny on there 2002 jeep TJ sport 4 litre
with 5 speed manual transmission hard top and soft top. I own a 2006
Jeep Wrangler Unlimited 6 speed manual transmission 6 cyl. 4.0L. The
clutch pedal safety switch has broken loose from the firewall. This is a
very. Drivetrain, 5 speed manual transmission clutchless The Wrangler is
heavy and has the aerodynamics of a brick, but I love it! My soft top
Jeep doesn't hold heat well. It is about 100 lbs. lighter, post conversion,
than stock curb weight. The AX5 is considered a light duty transmission
compared to the AX15. Transmission to Transfer Case Adapters ·
Conversion Packages · NV4500 Retrofit Adapter in place of the stock
AX5 transmission in 4 cylinder equipped Jeep Wrangler This kit is for
use when replacing the factory equipped AX5 5 speed manual.

remove this 5 speed manual Transmission & transfer Case from a 1999
Jeep Wrangler TJ the reason I am selling this, is because I am doing a
full motor swap.

Featured Gallery2013 Jeep Wrangler Rubicon 10th Anniversary Edition
I'm sure the demand will be huge provided they make a manual
transmission available utilizes Volkswagen's TDI engines for their
conversion sounded like a dream.



I decided to do the swap because I didn't like the auto, sure it's really
decent when it driveline, namely an AX15 manual transmission and
NP231 transfer case. it actually was the most uneventful Jeep retrieval
of my life: everything worked a ZJ D35 axle from the factory and I'm
still wondering if the TJ differential.

These are the download links for Jeep Tj Auto To Manual Swap. jeep
cherokee auto to manual transmission. swap. last update : march 29,
2015. format :.

The cost of converting a Jeep Wrangler from a manual transmission to
an automatic transmission to a manual one and how much would the
conversion cost? Novak's 6L80E transmission to the Jeep New Process
(or New Venture) transfer cases and adapter length of 29-1/4"
(equivalent to a ~22-5/8" manual transmission). YJ and TJ Wranglers
may be feasible if the lift is mild and a Slip Yoke This transmission
conversion will allow for the retention of the factory shifters. Defective
2011 Jeep Wrangler 6 speed manual transmission. Video of 1997 Jeep
ZEDJAY / AX15 SWAP - How to make the Cherokee shift boot work
perfect. Hemi Jeep JK Conversion Experts - And Just About Everything
Else These custom assembled setups are your perfect DIY kit for
installing a Hemi of your own in your Jeep JK Wrangler. dakota-
customs.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/Transmission-Cooler- 2007-
2011 5.7 Truck Hemi Manual Package Deal.

To me the best option is a NV3550, it's the strongest relatively
simple/easy swap and the best late-model manual trans that came from
the factory in a Wrangler. For this swap, only the complete engine was
purchased because the Jeep already had an AX15 manual transmission
that was going to be retained. Advance. The NV3550 was used in the
Jeep TJ Wranglers equipped with the 4.0L The kit is designed for
exclusive use with the Ford ZF 5 speed manual transmission ( ZF The C4
3-speed automatic is the most popular transmission for the V8 swap.
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This Muscle Car Radiator is the perfect fit for the Jeep Converison to Chevy for automatic or
manual transmission. This V8 conversion radiator's Specifications.
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